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Abstract Reconstructing objects in three dimensions (3D)
has always been one of the primary tasks in the domain
of computer graphics (CG). Succeeding in this task in
real-time, including texture reconstruction, and with very
low-cost hardware is the challenge presented in this paper.
Graphical processor unit (GPU) Shader algorithms are the
base of our 3D density as well as surface color reconstructions. We first compare the different geometrical approaches
to cast the object silhouette extracted from video cameras
into a large voxel space. To test and optimize material configurations and geometrical models, we then present a novel
approach using virtual 3D objects. Finally, we demonstrate
the abilities of our model with different comparative tests.
Keywords Volume reconstruction · Real-time computation
and rendering · Multiple video cameras · GPGPU

Fig. 1 Reconstruction of a simple object presenting the logo of CGI’10

(2563 ) with OpenGLr Shading Language (GLSL). The experimental environment was built-up with common low cost
webcams connected to a single computer. We applied a
novel GPU algorithm for ‘silhouette projection’, ‘volume
rendering’, and ‘texture reconstruction’, to finally reach an
interactive frame rate on a high resolution voxel space.

1 Introduction

2 Related Works

Numerous researches on 3D reconstruction from video
camera views have widely been presented on the graphics field. Among these reconstruction methods, the billboarding method has shown higher animation speed and
the voxel reconstruction higher realism of scene [Gol05].
However, since processing time increases drastically by
the number of voxels, the main issue of the voxel-based
method is to deal with voxel space resolution. Fortunately,
GPU evolution gave us the possibility to go over this
limitation by using graphics cards and stream processors
(GPGPU/GLSL [Ros06]). In this paper, we present how to
reconstruct any object on an almost 17 millions voxels space

One of the main tasks of this paper is to provide a volumetric free-viewpoint scene, based on voxel space reconstructed
from multiple camera views. For this purpose, two aspects
will be treated in this section: ‘free-viewpoint’ and ‘voxel
space reconstruction’.
Free-viewpoint There are various implementations of
free-viewpoint with camera view(s). From single to multiple cameras, billboard or 3D pose can be reconstructed.
Billboard Free-viewpoint billboarding increases the
speed of run-time animation and rendering. Already used for
navigating pictures [HAA97], it is also applied for the 3D
interactive broadcast of soccer games [KKO03,GTH+ 07].
3D pose Instead of image replacement such as billboarding, some researchers focused on the reconstruction of the
3D pose [CTMS03, Gol05, PA99]. They enhanced the scene
realism of free-viewpoint by acquiring human body shapes
into the 3D space, at the expense of slower animation.
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Table 1 Reconstruction algorithms. On the left (a), algorithm from
camera image point of view. On the right (b), algorithm from voxel
point of view
for c = 1..C do
for x = 1..Cx do
for y = 1..Cy do
for n = 1..M do
vn,d ← vn,d + 1/C
vn,i ← ID(vn )
end for
end for
end for
end for

for c = 1..C do
for n = 1..N 3 do
pn,c ← voxel vn projection onto Ic image plane
of camera c
if pn,c ∈ Ic then
vn,d ← vn,d + 1/C
vn,i ← ID(vn )
end if
end for
end for

Fig. 2 General model pipeline: from real or virtual input scenes to
virtual 3D reconstructed object.

Voxel space reconstruction Voxel-based reconstruction
has been tackled for decades, since it can easily control the
camera view after the reconstruction.
Object reconstruction Most of the voxel-based object
reconstructions are non real-time [SMH05]. Camera calibration, silhouette extraction, object tracking, surface and
voxel coloring slow down the entire system. [ATV08] described an object reconstruction method with a single camera. [ZMLC09] depicts an object and reflectance reconstruction with a single camera and rotating object.
Human reconstruction This field of research has been
studied intensively. Processing time can be improved by including the knowledge of the articulated shape of human
body. [MTHC01] presented a method that uses body shape
knowledge with help of an extended Kalman filter.
Based on these previous researches, the next sections
present our model. The process pipeline is described in Section 3. Different approaches to project video camera information into voxel space are detailled in Section 4. The main
rendering concepts used for implicit textured rendering are
proposed in Section 5. Finally, the abilities of our model are
illustrated with different comparative tests and graphical results in Section 6.

3 Model pipeline
We propose to find an optimum solution – in terms of architecture, algorithm, and mathematical evaluation – to handle
real-time 3D reconstruction from multiple video streams.
We plan to reconstruct the geometry and the texture of objects by volume intersection [Gol05]. Figure 2 illustrates the
main pipeline of our model.
Input As shown in the light blue and yellow areas of figure 2, we propose two types of input: virtual or real scenes.
As the main purpose is to reconstruct real objects, real environments, cameras, and objects have to be used. However,
we found the use of virtual scenes especially convenient

to improve algorithms and to test camera spatial configurations.
Output As proposed in the light green area –right of figure 2, output consists of the reconstructed geometry and its
associated texture.
Main process In between input and output are three main
computation steps. The first one is the pre-computation, i.e.
before the CG engine loop, useful for the inverse matrix solution due to the cost of such computations in a real-time
rendering context – details are presented in Subsection 4.
The second step concerns the projection of the video camera stream into the voxel space. Finally, the computation of
the isosurface normal and association of texture from the
corresponding camera (see section 5) is the third step.

4 Silhouette Projections
To reconstruct the object in 3D, we plan to enrich the voxel
space by projecting extracted silhouettes from each camera.
This process takes into account camera settings such as spatial position, orientation, and angle of view.
Background Subtraction The very first task to be computed
is the background subtraction. Basically, this operation, implemented in a Shader for speed, is recomputed for every frame since we hypothesize that the object can move
or change its geometrical configuration. It consists of first,
comparing the current pixel color pi and its corresponding
pre-stored background pixel pbg . Then, if this difference ∆ C
is larger than a given threshold t, the alpha value assigned to
the pixel is 1; if the difference is smaller than t, α is given
BG ||
by the formula: α = ||pI −p
.
t
Algorithmic Aspects Given a number C of cameras, and a
side length N of voxel space, we obtain the algorithm presented in Table 1 (a). Notice that the inner loop from 1 to
M represents the ray cast projection of each pixel from√the
camera center through the voxel space, with N < M < N 3.
The second technique presented in Table 1 (b), goes through
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all N 3 voxels and finds a possible projection onto the image. Prima facie, both algorithms have an equivalent complexity of O(N 4 ). However, as we plan to use Shader programming, i.e. graphics card architecture with G stream processors, only the second algorithm fits. Indeed, from a texel
point of view, the inner loop of the algorithm goes from 1 to
K where K = (N 3 )/G. Based on this hypothesis, two methods for back-projecting voxels on image planes were considered – vector-based and matrix-based method. For both
methods, we assume that the voxel space is located at the
origin of the world. Let C be the 3D position of the camera
in world coordinates, V the 3D position of the voxel in world
coordinates, and a the direction vector of the camera.
Projection using vectors The first method relies on pure
−→
trigonometry. Let us define v = norm(CV ) and θ the angle between the v and a vectors. We find the relation: ||a|| ·
cos θ = a · v. Let us now define k as the distance between the
camera, and the texture pixel that corresponds to the consid||a||
ered voxel. We then obtain: cosθ = ||a||
k ⇒ k = cosθ ⇒ k =
||a||2
a·v .

Therefore, if T represents a 3D vector from the center
of image plane we also get: a + T = k · v ⇒ T = k · v − a.
Finally, this leads to the following relation: T = k1 · t + k2 · s,
where k1 and k2 are the texture coordinates, s and t the normalized texture base vectors. Component k1 (resp. k2 ) is
computed by dot product with s (resp. t).
Projection using inverse matrices The second method relies on the transformation matrix between the camera space
and the world space.
 The transformation matrix M̃
 is then
VviewLe f t,x VviewU p,x VlookAt,x Cx
VviewLe f t,y VviewU p,y VlookAt,y Cy 

defined as: M̃ = 
VviewLe f t,z VviewU p,z VlookAt,z Cz  where
0
0
0
1
VlookAt , VviewU p , and VviewLe f t are respectively z, y, and x
axis of camera coordinate, respectively. To compute the position of V in the camera coordinates, we only need to multiply V by the inverse of M̃. Let V ′ be the position of V from
the camera coordinates: V ′ = M̃ −1 · V. Let a be the distance
between the camera and the image plane. Finally, the texture
coordinates are given by: k1 = V ′ x · Va′ z , k2 = V ′ y · Va′ z .
Both vector-based and inverse matrix-based methods
have been implemented. It appeared that vector-based approach is slightly slower, with an average of 9.4 ms by frame
for one camera device than the inverse matrix method, that
requires 7.6 ms to compute one frame for one camera device.

5 Volume Rendering and Texture reconstruction
As presented in section 4, the object is reconstructed in a
3D voxel space. To make computation even faster using the

Fig. 3 Reconstructed results of a virtual object. Each pair of images
represents a view of the object. The left image of a given pair represents
false colours based on surface normals. The right image of a given pair
represents actual surface color reconstruction.

Fig. 4 Reconstructed results of a real stool.

graphics card, this 3D dataset is stored into a unique two
dimensions (2D) texture buffer.
Density and Normal computations Density is computed
using the visual hull of each camera and encoded on the alpha plane of the 2D texture representing the 3D dataset. If
the voxel back-projected to the camera plan is inside the object silhouette, then the alpha value is set to its maximum,
i.e. 1/C, with C the number of cameras. Notice that the normal to the surface for a given voxel is determined by testing
and averaging local density of its 26 neighbors.
Colored surface reconstruction Two methods aiming at
colored surface reconstruction were developed (see example in Figure 3). For surface normal visualization, false colors are assigned to the surface based only on surface normal. For proper color retrieval, we search the camera device
whose viewing direction is the most collinear to the surface
normal. Therefore, we compute the dot product between the
surface normal and each camera’s VlookAt vector, then select the appropriate camera image based on the result. We
can see that this method helps reducing normal artifacts by
giving a smoother aspect to the surface.

6 Experimental Results
Our main video demonstration can be found at:
http://volumereconstruction.serveftp.org/

Reconstruction results Captures of reconstructed stool
are presented on Figure 4. Efficient shadow removal algorithms are still to be integrated. Captures of reconstructed
people are shown on Figure 5. As we can see, the quality
of a reconstructed human does not allow proper recognition
of human faces, due to camera calibration issues. Notice that
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Fig. 5 Reconstructed results of a real human.

camera calibration is done manually. We are currently working on an automatic camera calibration algorithm.
Hardware Algorithms presented in this paper were
implemented with C++, OpenGLr [SWND05], and the
OpenGLr Shading Language [Ros06]. Our experimental
environment was set up with 5 Logitechr C200 webcams,
which feature 640x480 resolution. The hardware environment is composed of an Intelr Core i7 920 CPU with 6 GB
RAM and nVidiar GeForce GTX 295. The total cost of the
hardware setup does not exceeds e1’500.
Comparative study In this section, we compare our approach to previous methods in order to show efficiency and
speed improvement (see Table 2). Our method shows faster
or similar rendering and animation speed in a more complex experimental environment. The resolution of voxel is
far higher than the previous researches and moreover, we
used a higher resolution and number of camera.

Table 2 Real-time performance comparison of our approach. In parentheses, frame-rate is given for voxel projection only. Notice that previous work hardware is not taken into account.
Methods

Cam pxl

Cam nb

Voxel

fps

Cheung (2000)
Goldlucke (2003)
John (2009)
Shimosaka (2009)
Virtual camera
Vector based
Inverse matrix
Real camera
Vector based
Inverse matrix

77 K
77 K
204 K
19 K

5
6
6
8

262 K
262 K
1.5 M
<1 M

16
30
4
30

307 K
307 K

5
5

17 M
17 M

14 (26)
13 (21)

307 K
307 K

5
5

17 M
17 M

13 (25)
12 (20)

7 Conclusion
This paper presented a study simulating real-time 3D reconstruction on a common PC and hardware. The presented approach provides four main contributions: comparing algorithms and geometrical vs. inverse matrix-based solutions;
presenting an original way of testing different video settings

using virtual object rendering; demonstrating that our solution is more efficient than any previous model. We demonstrated that our approach allows the highest resolution and
the fastest reconstruction and rendering.
Future work regarding this research is: first, improving
the texture indexing by using advanced calibration algorithms; second, the silhouette Shader extraction algorithm
could be strongly improved by using cellular automaton algorithms; third, to record and avoid very large data storage, we are currently exploring possibilities of associating
in real-time a set of textured polygons maximizing densities
of the voxel space.
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